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Abstract: This Scientific research article focus that in geological term “PLASMA LAND MASS”, also called as “e-LAND” shall be considered as the land origin where first Human origin started living on the “Earth Planet”. In proto Indo Europe language the plasma land of Earth shall be called as “Kachcha theevu”. In Dravidian language the land of Kachcha theevu shall also be called as “KARI NADU” called in short as “K-NADU”. Kari Nadu shall mean land of medically enriched “FISH-CURRY” containing basic minerals and vitamins.

In the history of geological evolution there are thousands of “Islands” such as Madagascar, Sri Lanka, British isle, Greenland exist all over the world. This article emphasize that “Kachcha theevu” shall be considered as the “SOUL” of all Islands and Continental Nations. Based on human historical culture the logo of Kachcha Theevu shall be indicated as below. Kachcha shall mean “GOD”.

(Kachcha Logo)

This article further emphasize that clear understanding about the philosophy of Kachcha theevu shall pave path for formation of new theories about geological origin of various land origin as well as Human origin on the Earth planet.

Kachcha Theevu shall be considered as the fundamental “ENERGY SOURCE” of Earth resource like crude oil, coal, coke, natural gas, including fish. The closure of “OCEANIC DUCT” of Kachcha Theevu shall mean exhaust of all oil fields of Earthly nations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Based on Big Bang Standard modal theory it is understood that the entire Universe was formed about 13.7 Billion years ago form the Molecular cloud of star dust. But global level scientist still could not clarify for the following.

1) First land origin on Earth was rock (or) clay?...
2) The name of first Island origin?...
3) The name of first main land origin?...
4) The Land origin where first Human dwell?...
5) How mountains were formed on the Earth?...
6) Egyptian pyramids are natural or human made?...
7) When Blue eye Iris human originated?...
viii) The mystery of Bermuda triangle?...

In this article it is focused that Kachcha theevu shall be considered as the “Embryo” of continental nation of “Mother Earth” just like embryo of “INFANT” developed within Mother’s womb. “Kachcha theevu is like ‘Thai-e land’, and all Islands and continental nations are like “Kutties”.
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II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of “Thee”?...

It is hypothesized that “J-Radiation” emanated near “White hole region” of Universe shall be considered as the “Soul” and energy provider for existence of all matters such as various planets, stars, Elements, Atoms, Molecule etc. In proto Indo Europe language the J-Radiation shall be called as “THEE”. Thee shall be defined within the following scope.

i) Thee shall mean composed of THREE-IN-ONE fundamental particles Photon, Electron, Proton having optic, Electric, Magnetic parameter and charge properties having Zero mass.

ii) Thee shall be considered evolved near white hole region due to impact of “ACCRETION” of Dark Matter cells due to growth of downward gravity.

iii) Thee shall be considered exist under Highly Endothermic, Zero entropy environment and considered free form UV, RF, IR interferences.

b) Philosophy of MARS PLANET?...

It is hypothesized that “MARS PLANET” (also called as EZHEM or e-NADU) shall be considered as “Mother of all planets” in the whole Universe. The mother planet shall also be called as White star composed of exclusively Photon, Electron, Proton ions and free from “Atoms”. Further MARS consider exist under “RAIN” environment rather than Sea water, Ocean water. The Rain shall be considered composed of only charged ions of Photon, Electron, Proton having Zero PH value, and free from atoms like Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone, Oxygen etc.

c) MARS Planet contains water?...

No... No... No... “WATER” considered differs from “RAIN”. Mars Soil considered exist under the environment of Rain rather then water having high acidic value. Water, sea, ocean consider having different “Salinity potential gradient” exist only on Earth planet having increased alkalic value.
It is focused that the rainfall on the earth shall be considered as “pure water” (having PH value 7.0). Further it is hypothesized that during expanding Universe the shape and angle of rainfall considered varies due to impact of growth of downward gravity in three geological evolutionary periods. The Philosophy of angle of rainfall to the vertical axis of gravity, the distinguished shape of rainfall shall be described as below.

(i) **(0° angle in prehistoric time)**

(ii) **(30° angle in ancient time)**

(iii) **(60° angle in modern time)**

d) **Philosophy of Kachcha Theevu?...**

It is hypothesized that in the early universe the Earth planet shall be considered surrounded and submerged by “SEA WATER” (low salinity level). The Kachcha Theevu shall be considered as “land mass” descended form mars planet.
The Mars land mass formed on the Earth planet shall be called as “J-PLASMA” look like white clay soil matter composed of only photon, Electron, Proton ions and free form Hydrogen and other atoms. The prehistoric time “ETHIA” shall be considered as SINGLE SUPER CONTINENT evolved after formation of Kachcha Theevu on the Earth Planet. The super continent mass on earth planet shall be considered as strong binding to crust of techtonic plates of Earth planets just like “TOOTH IS ATTACHED TO GUM”. The philosophy of Mars Planet, Kachcha Theevu, Super Continent Ethia shall be hypothetically represented as below.

It is further focused that the ancient Ethia super continent (also called later as INDO continent) Considered contains only three Sea with low salinity. During the course of expanding Universe water source like Arctic, Antarctic, Atlantic, Pacific (having high salinity level) might be formed due to natural process of “Osmosis” and “Reverse Osmosis". The formation of huge mountains like Himalya, Alps on the Earth planet might be formed due to impact of “salinity potential gradient” within various regions of water, sea, oceans over earth planet.
i) Right dot - Bengal Sea
ii) Left dot - Arabic Sea
iii) Centre dot - Indo sea (Called as sea rather than ocean)

e) Philosophy of Islands?...
Case study shows that there are about 45,000 islands exists in different regions of earth planet. The islands are considered as formed due to impact of tehtonic plates forces of earth crust.

It is hypothesized that Island shall be considered as Land Mass clay like soil (Plasma Soil) derived from Mars Planet during geological evolutions in the early universe. In modern English the Plasma Soil shall be called as “Marsh Land”. It is focused that the prehistoric Mars land mass shall be considered containing only fundamental ions Photon, Electron, Proton and free from Hydrogen and other atoms In proto Indo Europe Language the “Plasma land” region shall be called as “THEEVU” (or) “e-LAND”. Theevu shall mean soil made up of “THEE” (Photon, Electron, Proton).

f) Philosophy of Bermuda triangle mystery?...
Case study shows that the Bermuda triangle is an area in the western Atlantic ocean where many ships and planes have been reportedly missing due to downward force. In 2013 study the world wide fund for nature identified the worlds ten most dangerous waters for shipping but Bermuda triangle was not among them. Further there are so many theories behind about the mystery of Bermuda triangle including KUSCHE theory, Charles Berlitz theory.

It is hypothesized that the prehistoric three seas Indo, Bengal, Arabic surrounded to Kachcha theevu shall be considered as the three fundamental “base oceanic ducts” of global seas and oceans having three salinity level of water. It is further focused that in the prehistoric time the seas surrounded to Kachcha theevu shall be considered as highly acidic and during three geological period the ocean contains different layer level of water with different PH value, say bottom most water contains only acidity, middle level contains pure water, top layer contains alkalic water. The Philosophy of prehistoric Kachcha theeevu shall be described as below.
It is focused that Kachcha theevu shall be considered as the point of **strongest downward gravity** for attaining equilibrium of salinity of various seas having different PH level. It is further focused that global scientists claim that the natural resources of earth is expected to be exhausted in another 100 years. However It is hypothesized that the resources of the earth shall be continue to be formed through oceanic duct as long as seas and oceans exists on the earth.

**g) Etymology of Island?...**
Case study shows that the etymology of word island derived from igland, iland, einland. It is hypothesized that the etymology of word island might be derived from proto Indo Europe language word "e" pronounced as “i”. It is focused that the Philosophy of “e”, “i” shall be considered involved nature behavior and mathematics and other scientific calculations. “e”, “i” shall be considered as godly constants in the behavior of **nature universe**.
h) Philosophy of formation of Sri Lanka?...
Case study shows that there is no clear theories about formation of Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is considered as oceanic island. It is hypothesized that the ancient Sri Lanka (also called as Ezhem, e-Nadu) shall be considered as “kutty” of mother Ethia (ancient super continent).
i) Philosophy of Blue Iris human?...

It is hypothesized that the Ancient population lived in Kachcha Theevu shall be considered containing eye of “Blue-Iris” called family name “Thai-e” populations. During expending universe different colored eye Iris population might be evolved in three geological periods due to variant “CNO Cycle” environment.

j) Adam, Eve lived in Kachcha Theevu?...

It is hypothesized that Adam, Eve belong to “Angel family” who might have lived in MARS PLANET (mother of Earth Planet). It is hypothesized that the origin of first human might have derived energy for heart beat (also called as SOUL) from J-RADIATION consists of THREE-IN-ONE fundamental ions of PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON. They might have descended to Earth planet after consuming forbidden fruit and become “Human family” with distinguished genetic structure. It is further hypothesized that during living on Earth Planet Adam, Eve might have changed their names as “MARAN”, MARI-e for numerological reasons. Maran, Mari-e shall mean human descended from “MARS PLANET” (also called as EZHEM (or) e-NADU)
“Maran, Mari-e shall mean dark populations of Kachcha theevu (K-Nadu). Rajan, Patchan, Velan, Ammu, Ram, Seethai shall mean, loving children of Maran, Mari-e”
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k) Maran, Mari-e constructed pyramids?...

It is hypothesized that Maran, Mari-e shall be considered expert in Astrophysics, Astronomy and formulated the relative position of MARS, SUN, EARTH, MOON and considered Material Universe having shape like “TRIPOD” structure with Sun, Earth, Moon as base and mars as Vertex. They were able to control the relative position of Various planets by “e-Logics” code called (Akkie code). The “Egyptian pyramids” shall be considered as constructed by them as “Ground based Antennas” for remote control of various planets. Further the stone structures of pyramids shall also be considered as “level Indicators” of ocean level above Earth surface in the early universe. In proto Indo Europe language e-Logic shall be called as “KANNI THAMIL”. It is focused that the first language spoken on the earth planet shall be called as Kachcha Thamil, Kanni Thamil (natural virgin language).

(i)

(e-LOGIC)

(ii)

120° 120° 120°  
Sun Mars Planet (Soul) Moon Earth

(RELATIVE POSITION)

III. CONCLUSION:

It is focused that the Ancient world exist like a single super continent (Ancient India). In proto Indo Europe language the single continent shall be called as “ETHIA”. Ethia shall mean supreme mother of continental Nations derived from land mass of “Kachcha Theevu”. The Philosophy of (international maritime boundary line) might be derived from the Philosophy of Ethian in ancient time.

“Ancient Ethiains (also called as proto Dravidians) use to communicate through “e-logics” rather than writing letters (KADITHAM)”

- Author
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